
Transcription Tom Bourke - Child’s Play,

Hi there, my name is Tom Bourke and I'm presenting my work Child’s Play in the Gertrude Street

Projection Festival 2021, and I'm supported by Rose Chong’s Costumes. Child's Play is an installation

based work that uses various mediums, such as; sculpture, sound, and projection. The work

aesthetically is quite playful at a quick glance. It’s only really, when you take a closer and longer look

that you can see the hidden hazards mixed in with oversized building blocks. It's meant to cause a

sense of whiplash with these harsh contrasting elements, much like how the name itself Child's Play

is both a friendly phrase, but also the title of a gruesome horror film. The newly added element of

video is to be projected onto the footpath along the display window of Rose Chong’s Costumes store.

Vibrant blocks begin to flash and dance on the surface of the concrete to dreamy piano, until a

dramatic cut disturbs the peace, and flashes sharp spikes, weapons and mechanics paired with heavy

synthesizers.

By developing and evolving my practice has been a matter of trying anything and everything. My

number one concept that I keep in my head old times is that we should never restrain ourselves to just

one thing. We have the capability to do everything or absolutely nothing. I think taking on the concept

of a chameleon when making new work keeps people on their feet. One minute my work is bold and

colorful, the next it's dark and heavy, and then it's nothing but sound. My practice; however, does focus

a lot on the specific emotions and memories I had growing up as a young queer person. It had its

major highs and also its deepest lows. It was never linear, there's no pattern, it's just my reality.

Child's Play really is just a comment on my past being a happy facade to cover up the 10% being quite

heavy and traumatic. But it is in a way a reminder of my individual growth over these years and how

happy I am now as an openly queer person. I see Child's Play as my way of looking back at past me,

and also a bookmark in my life to look forward to what future me has to say.

Through our knowledge of history, we know just how much changes in just a few years, let alone 500. I

can say that in 500 years being populated with people now aged 170 years old, due to evolving

technology, keeping our organs running infinitely. Or maybe we aren't here at all. Maybe the world is

silent and finally begins to regenerate and heal with us now becoming energy floating endlessly

through time and space.


